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ABSTRACT
Objective: To review the pharmacist interventions documentation system at the Ministry of Health of Health hospitals and primary care centers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Method: It is description analysis of pharmacist interventions documentation system at the Ministry of Health institutions. The system analyzed within the Pharmacy strategic plan 2012-2020. The modified pharmacy business model system and Project Management Procedure used in the analysis. Results: Pharmacist intervention documentation system founded with a clear vision, mission and goals. The project had human or economic and other resources clarified in the review. The risk management was described to assure the continuation of the system. Besides, the monitoring and controlling of the system as illustrated. The closing project stage with convention to operation project demonstrated in the Analysis. Conclusion: The Pharmacist interventions documentation system founded and it is considered as part of Pharmacist administration regulations. The documentation of pharmacist interventions has normal development accordingly at all Ministry of Health institutions in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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INTRODUCTION
Drug-related morbidity and mortality represent a serious problem both nationally and internationally.1-4 These problems imply a high economic burden in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) and the rest of the world.5,6 Preventing such problems is an urgent requirement of the pharmaceutical healthcare system.7,8 The pharmacist plays a significant role in preventing drug-related problems. Several studies have shown improvement in the clinical outcome of patients after the recommendations and interventions provided by the pharmacist. Moreover, the economic burden can be reduced based on the implementation of recommendations provided by the pharmacist in the KSA.9-12 The documentation system (Appendix 1) of pharmacist interventions started at the Ministry of Health in 1985 at the biggest hospital in Riyadh. This form was updated several times.13-15 In this review, we aimed to explore the national pharmacist intervention documentation system at the Ministry of Health by utilizing the project management tool in Saudi Arabia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Method of Development of the Project
The clinical pharmacy task force committee consisted of expert people from the pharmacies of the MOH hospitals to set up a national pharmacist interventions documentation system for the pharmacies of the hospital, PHCs and dental centers. The first author of this article headed the medication safety committee; he conducted regular periodical meetings. The committee utilized and drove the pharmacist interventions of the GAPC and some development at non-MOH hospitals. The draft was prepared by using the international business model, pharmacy guidelines and project management institution guidelines of a new project.16-19 The draft was sent to several reviewers of the Regional Pharmaceutical Care Administration (RPCA). The draft was corrected and updated regularly. Then, the second draft was submitted to the reviewers again for their final comments and approval. This process took around 4 months to prepare the final version. The General Administration of Pharmaceutical Care Administration (GAPC) at the MOH sent the final document to all the hospitals for implementation. The pharmacist interventions documentation system underwent several phases of development including the initial phase, planning phase, execution phase and monitoring and controlling phase.

Initial Phase
Assessment Needs
The pharmacist has a significant role in the pharmacy practices in the KSA, such as the implementation of pharmaceutical care across the country. The pharmacy practice program was established and expanded over the past few years. However, all previous data cannot be known unless it has been published. The role of pharmacist cannot be known without a proper documentation system. One of the essential tools of the documentation was a pharmacist intervention system. Moreover,
based on the intervention system, the pharmacist’s workload needs to be calculated and the economic impact of the pharmacist intervention in the KSA.

**Market Analysis**

Several types of pharmacist intervention documentation systems exist in the field of pharmacy. Some documentation systems have all the related information about the project and others have all related information about the requirement. Some institutions have manual pharmacist intervention documentation system, whereas others have electronic pharmacist intervention documentation system. Some institutions have the system connected to the electronic patient profile and have the facility of sending emails to the concerned healthcare providers. The electronic documentation was conducted through the Survey Monkey system for documentation and reporting to all MOH healthcare institutions.

**SWOT Analysis**

In this project, we performed a SWOT analysis of the implementation processes. The strengths of this project were documentation of pharmacist performances, measurements of pharmacist outcome and documentation of pharmacist role. The weak points of this project were time needed for the documentation, need of an electronic method of documentation and healthcare team documentation-related problems. The opportunities for this project were fitting the pharmacy and hospital quantity standards. It supports the New Saudi Vision 2030.20 The threats of this project were the missing follow-up documentation system and the lack of clear explanation in the pharmacy law.

**Planning Phase**

**The Scope of the Project**

The pharmacist intervention documentation system documents any corrections performed on drug therapy mistakes or monitoring. It also includes suggestions made for choosing the best therapy for the patient. The documentation system consists of the name of the clinical activities, type of interventions, the potential of those interventions, acceptance of the interventions from the medical team, medications involved, pharmacist’s recommendations and clinical and economic outcome of the interventions.

**Vision, Missions and Goals**

The vision of the project is to prepare the best pharmacist intervention documentation system and include all the electronic information that reflects the patient’s clinical and economic outcome of the interventions. The mission of this project is to provide a friendly pharmacist intervention documentation system to all pharmacists and pharmacy technicians in the pharmacy departments. The goal of this project is to prepare a standardized system of pharmacist intervention documentation system at MOH institutions in Saudi Arabia, to calculate pharmacist workload, to measure the clinical and economic outcome of the interventions, to capture the demand of pharmacy staff to monitor the drug therapy related issues.

**Project description**

All pharmacists and healthcare providers should follow the policy given below:

1. If any caregiver in the MOH hospital/PHC notices that a patient experiences drug-related problems or need any pharmacist’s intervention, then he/she must assess the patient in the following ways:
2. The caregiver should record the assessment in the patient’s pharmacist intervention form.
3. The caregiver should notify the patient’s attending physician for any action needed. The physician may need to change the therapy and/or provide necessary treatment.
4. The caregiver should notify the nursing shift manager. A clear label/note on the medical record should be affixed to indicate that the patient has an allergy from such medication.
5. The caregiver should utilize the pharmacist intervention form and complete the following information:
   - Patient demographics
   - Suspected drug or lab concern
   - Concomitant drugs
   - Intervention severity codes
   - Clinical intervention activity
   - Recommendation
   - Intervention outcome for recommendations
   - Patient outcome
   - Pharmacoeconomic impact
   - Cost avoidance impact
   - Name, profession, address, phone and fax
6. The caregiver should send the completed form to the clinical pharmacy department.
7. While documenting, if the caregiver needs clarification about any item that should be completed, he/she must ask the clinical pharmacy department to assist him in how to complete the documentation of all the required information.
8. The clinical pharmacy department is responsible for sending the completed form (and enter the data in the electronic form in the MOH website) to the GAPC, clinical pharmacy department.
9. The clinical pharmacy department is responsible for keeping all the original completed pharmacist intervention form confidentially.
10. The clinical pharmacy department is accountable to aggregate the data of all the pharmacist intervention reports and formulate a Monthly Pharmacist Intervention Summary Report.
11. The Director of Pharmacy or designee shall review all the monthly reports.
12. The clinical pharmacy department is responsible for submitting the monthly report to the following:
   - Quality department
   - PTC
   - Patient Safety Committee
   - Medication Safety Committee
13. The clinical pharmacy department is responsible for submitting report of the independent case to them.
14. An investigation of the pharmacist intervention, especially preventable pharmacist intervention causes and contributing factors should be performed and documented by the clinical pharmacy department in coordination by the affected department(s)/assigned team
15. All necessary action(s) should be taken along with follow-up actions as necessary to prevent further drug-related problems, especially preventable drug-related problems.

**Planning Cost Management**

The documentation system requires financial resources for the education and training of the pharmacy staff, outsourcing of electronic database for instant Survey Monkey system and economic factors for the engagement of documentation of interventions.
Execution Phase

Management Team

The management team responsible for the follow-up of the pharmacist intervention documentation system was clinical pharmacy committee. The central committee was designed through the GAPC at MOH; the committee consisted of representatives from each region specialized in clinical pharmacy. A regional committee was established for each region consisting of representatives from each hospital and group PHC. All committees had a monthly meeting to discuss several things related to the clinical pharmacy issues including the pharmacist intervention documentation, analysis of pharmacist intervention clinical outcomes and cost avoidance.

Education and Training

The project needs regular educational courses for the pharmacists through GAPC at MOH and RAPC.

Implementation of the Services

Risk Management

There are six types of risks: budget risks, scope risks, personal risks, schedule risk, technical risks and quality risks. The project might experience risks such as budget, personnel and quality risks. The project might experience budget risk due to unavailability of the budget for education and training for the pharmacists and for converting the pharmacist interventions manual documentation into the electronic documentation system. The project might be exposed to personnel risks such as shortage of staff with a high workload of documentation pharmacist interventions system. In addition, the pharmacy staff not received education or training about the project. The project might be exposed to quality risks due to the nonqualified pharmacist being available and training in the quality pharmacy tools. The project might experience other technical risks such as unavailability of the electronic system of pharmacist interventions documentation with friendly use.

Monitoring and Controlling Phase

Project Quality Management

The documentation system can be used as the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for all pharmacy practice programs. The KPIs of the system will be the measure of the adherence and compliance of the documentation system. Another KPI will be the prompt request of the reporting system. Beside, to determine the cost analysis of pharmacist intervention system for each activity 13-14

The Closing of the Project

The pharmacist interventions documentation system at MOH institutions is a critical tool to prevent drug-related morbidity and mortality in the KSA. The annual report of pharmacist interventions should be prepared. Healthcare providers should be provided education and training on the documentation system regularly. Further implementation of cost avoidance of Pharmacist interventions in the future. Annual celebration with the members involved in this project must be conducted.
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Appendix (1).

**PHARMACIST Note**

Patient Name: ………………….. Age…………….. Sex…………..
Diagnosis: ……………………….. Bed No……………
Section: ………………………………

The intervention due to

- (    ) Over Dose
- (    ) Drug – Drug Interaction
- (    ) Not enough drug therapy
- (    ) No justifications for the drug uses
- (    ) Others
- (    ) Sub therapeutic Dose
- (    ) Drug not available
- (    ) Un necessary
- (    ) Not suitable admin. Rout

**Type of Intervention**

- (    ) Discontinue Drug
- (    ) Change Drug
- (    ) Add Drug

Dear prescribing Dr

Pharmacist Name and Signature

Response:

- (    ) Agree
- (    ) Not agree
- (    ) TO be discuses please

Return to pharmacy:

Thank you for cooperation for better patient care